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SPECIAL THANKSSPECIAL THANKS

Dr. Ken Dr. Ken AckeretAckeret and Mr. Ivan McCrackenand Mr. Ivan McCracken --
Organizing this event for the Boy Scouts and the Organizing this event for the Boy Scouts and the 
Girl ScoutsGirl Scouts
SPONSOR SPONSOR -- Department of Electrical and Department of Electrical and 
Computer Engineering (Computer Engineering (Dr. Dr. RamaRama VenkatVenkat --
ChairmanChairman))
–– Photocopies of handoutsPhotocopies of handouts
–– Electronic suppliesElectronic supplies
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JUST WHAT DO ENGINEERS DO?JUST WHAT DO ENGINEERS DO?
Engineers take the marvels of science, math, Engineers take the marvels of science, math, 
and nature, bundle it up in a special way with and nature, bundle it up in a special way with 
hopes and dreams to make a better future for all.hopes and dreams to make a better future for all.
Engineers are like good wizards with wisdom Engineers are like good wizards with wisdom 
and tricks up their sleeves using the forces of and tricks up their sleeves using the forces of 
nature to do special tasks or works.nature to do special tasks or works.
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DEFINITIONSDEFINITIONS
Electrolyte Electrolyte -- Medium that conducts chargeMedium that conducts charge

Ions Ions -- Positively charged or negatively charged atomsPositively charged or negatively charged atoms

Oxidation Oxidation -- Any reaction in which electrons are lost.Any reaction in which electrons are lost.

Reduction Reduction -- Any reaction in which electrons are gained.Any reaction in which electrons are gained.

Anode:(Anode:(--) Terminal () Terminal (OxidOxid. occurs in Electrolyte). occurs in Electrolyte)
–– Electrons are released from this electrode to the Electrons are released from this electrode to the 

electrolyte internal to the batteryelectrolyte internal to the battery

Cathode:(+) Terminal (Reduction in Electrolyte)Cathode:(+) Terminal (Reduction in Electrolyte)
–– Electrons in the electrolyte are collected by this electrodeElectrons in the electrolyte are collected by this electrode

Electrochemical Cell Electrochemical Cell -- (Simple Battery)(Simple Battery)
–– Contains two electrodes (Anode and Cathode) immersed Contains two electrodes (Anode and Cathode) immersed 

in a medium that conducts chargein a medium that conducts charge
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DEFINITIONS (cont.)DEFINITIONS (cont.)
Potential Difference Potential Difference -- is the force or energy is the force or energy 
supplied (or required) to push electrons through supplied (or required) to push electrons through 
an elementan element
Current Current -- the flow of charge through an elementthe flow of charge through an element

Can you identify the voltage and current in the Can you identify the voltage and current in the 
picture above?picture above?
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Can you guess when the first battery was made?Can you guess when the first battery was made?

Can you guess what it was used for?Can you guess what it was used for?

Alessandro Volta (1745 Alessandro Volta (1745 -- 1827)1827)

HISTORYHISTORY

The first “battery” was dated around 250 B.C.     
based on archaeological digs in Baghdad, Iraq

The first batteries were used for placing a thin layer 
of metal on jewelry.  (Process called - Electroplating)

- Rediscovered the battery
- The electrical unit of “volt” was named after him
- Battery - Zinc and copper discs separated by cloth   

soaked in sodium chloride (table salt)
- Volta demo his “Voltaic Cell” to Napoleon Bonaparte
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HOW DOES A BATTERY WORK?HOW DOES A BATTERY WORK?
Chem./Material Process Chem./Material Process ((ChEChE, , MatEMatE))
–– Materials with surface boundaries have Materials with surface boundaries have Free EnergyFree Energy
–– Dissimilar metals react due to difference in free energyDissimilar metals react due to difference in free energy
–– Placing an electrode in an electrolytic medium, the Placing an electrode in an electrolytic medium, the 

electrode attracts a particular ion in the medium. electrode attracts a particular ion in the medium. 
–– The electrolytic medium experiences a loss of one sign The electrolytic medium experiences a loss of one sign 

of charge generating an electrostatic field trying to of charge generating an electrostatic field trying to 
balance this loss balance this loss -- EquilibriumEquilibrium

–– Dissimilar metals placed in an electrolyte Dissimilar metals placed in an electrolyte -- Voltaic cellVoltaic cell --
causes an energy imbalance.  Weak ion migration causes an energy imbalance.  Weak ion migration 
occurs between the electrodes in the electrolyte trying occurs between the electrodes in the electrolyte trying 
to neutralize the difference in free energy of the two to neutralize the difference in free energy of the two 
materials shielding the electrodes from each other.  This  materials shielding the electrodes from each other.  This  
allows the difference in free energy of the metals to be allows the difference in free energy of the metals to be 
available to the available to the battery electrodesbattery electrodes outside of the outside of the 
electrolytic medium yielding electrolytic medium yielding Potential Difference.Potential Difference.

–– Connect the Voltaic cell to an external circuit.  Electrons Connect the Voltaic cell to an external circuit.  Electrons 
find it easier to move through the external circuit than find it easier to move through the external circuit than 
through the electrolytic medium and hence are removed through the electrolytic medium and hence are removed 
from the electrolyte through the from the electrolyte through the negativenegative electrode electrode 
(anode(anode--oxidation) & returned to the electrolyte through oxidation) & returned to the electrolyte through 
the the positivepositive electrode (cathodeelectrode (cathode--reduction). reduction). 
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HOW DOES A BATTERY WORK?HOW DOES A BATTERY WORK?
Electrical Process (Electrical Eng.)Electrical Process (Electrical Eng.)
–– The type of work the battery does depends onThe type of work the battery does depends on

the elements the elements (loads)(loads) connected to the batteryconnected to the battery
–– If the load draws more charge than the battery has If the load draws more charge than the battery has 

stored and can generate, the load will release stored stored and can generate, the load will release stored 
charge draining the battery and the potential difference charge draining the battery and the potential difference 
(voltage) of the battery decreases.  (voltage) of the battery decreases.  
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BUILD A BUILD A 
BATTERYBATTERY

Wire (Not
Color Coded)

Salt Water and/or Lemon Juice & Water

Buzzer
Light Bulb
LED - Light
         Emitting Diode

Zinc Plated or Aluminum MetalBrass Material

Cup

+ -
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BUILD A BATTERY BUILD A BATTERY -- INSTRUCTIONSINSTRUCTIONS
Assemble Battery Using Just WaterAssemble Battery Using Just Water
–– Electrode with brass piece is the positive terminalElectrode with brass piece is the positive terminal

Connect the Connect the LEDsLEDs to the Cell to the Cell 
–– Longer wire is the positive terminalLonger wire is the positive terminal

Connect Buzzer to the CellConnect Buzzer to the Cell
–– Red wire is the positive terminalRed wire is the positive terminal

Connect the Light Bulb to the CellConnect the Light Bulb to the Cell
Repeat With Different Mediums Repeat With Different Mediums --

(jiggle battery terminals)(jiggle battery terminals)
–– Add a pinch of salt to waterAdd a pinch of salt to water
–– Second try water with about a tablespoon of saltSecond try water with about a tablespoon of salt
–– Third add a tablespoon or two of lemon juiceThird add a tablespoon or two of lemon juice
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WHAT DID YOU OBSERVE?WHAT DID YOU OBSERVE?

 1. Did the 1 volt light bulb light up?  Why? 

2. Did the LED (light emitting diodes) light?  
Why?

3. Did the buzzer seem to get louder when the 
electrolyte medium was changed?  Why?  Did 
shaking the battery terminals make a 
difference?  Why?

4. Did the electrodes loose their shininess?Why?
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INTERESTED IN WHO WE ARE?INTERESTED IN WHO WE ARE?

Department of Electrical 
and Computer 
Engineering

www.ee.unlv.edu

895-4183
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PARTS LIST FOR THE CURIOUSPARTS LIST FOR THE CURIOUS

3 3 -- zinc plated washers (3/4zinc plated washers (3/4”” outside diameter)outside diameter)
3  3  -- 1/81/8”” brass female pipe to coupling (Home Depot; part Abrass female pipe to coupling (Home Depot; part A--706)706)
3 3 -- plastic cups medium sizeplastic cups medium size
4 4 -- wire connectors (Radio Shack sells wires with alligator leads bwire connectors (Radio Shack sells wires with alligator leads but ut 
this is not necessary; just wrap the copper wire around the metathis is not necessary; just wrap the copper wire around the metal l 
electrodes [washer or pipe coupling])electrodes [washer or pipe coupling])
LEDsLEDs (Light Emitting Diodes)(Light Emitting Diodes)
–– 1 1 -- Super Bright LED; 1.82 V  20 Super Bright LED; 1.82 V  20 mAmA (Radio Shack #276(Radio Shack #276--086A)086A)
–– 1 1 -- Blinking Red LED 2.8 V  12 Blinking Red LED 2.8 V  12 mAmA (Radio Shack #276(Radio Shack #276--308)308)

1 1 -- 3 VDC Mini Buzzer 1.53 VDC Mini Buzzer 1.5--3.0 VDC (Radio Shack # 2733.0 VDC (Radio Shack # 273--053A)053A)
1 1 -- Mini Lamp 1.5 V   25 Mini Lamp 1.5 V   25 mAmA (Radio Shack #272(Radio Shack #272--1139)1139)
1 1 -- Tablespoon of saltTablespoon of salt
1 or 2 1 or 2 -- Tablespoons of lemon juiceTablespoons of lemon juice
WaterWater


